Bridge in Luhanske is destroyed.
The bypass road is muddy and could be difficult to pass for trucks with rainy weather.

Bridge in Horlivka is destroyed.

Bridge in Rizkishne is destroyed, bypass open.

Bridge on the road E40 is about to be closed, effecting the route. Check the status with authorities before the trip.

Bridge on the road E50 is damaged and limited by 4 mt vehicles.

Bad road conditions around Krasniy Luch.

Road Donetsk Krasnyy Partyzan Yenakiyeve is recommended to check it from safety point of view

Limited to 15 t Trucks.

Bridge in Rozdolne is in critical condition and closed, bypass open.

Bridge in Zaytseve is destroyed.

Community traffic only.

Krasnyy Oktyabr Community traffic only.

Bridge in Volnovka is destroyed.

Yasynuvata

Bridge in Voroshilovka is destroyed.

Olenivka

Limited to 15 t Trucks.

Limited to 15 t Trucks.